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The Educater Suite

Educater is an independent educational software solution for schools, early years settings and other 

organisations providing bespoke tools for:

• Assessment and Tracking

• Early Years Tracking

• Observations

• Report Writing

• Communication

• Analytics

• SEND Process Management

• SEF

Our modular based platform has been exclusively

designed to dramatically reduce data management

burden and teacher workload.

Choose to input your own flexible curriculum into 

the system and customise the platform in a way that 

is right for your setting.

We integrate with all key MIS’s within schools and 

data can be imported into our system effortlessly 

from other tracking systems if required. 

We can provide you with a tool to meet your every need, whether this is through one of our 

standard templates or via our bespoke service –

we are here to help you.

Founded in February 2014 and fully launched in 

September 2015, Educater has since gained

hundreds of users across a variety of settings in 

both the UK and overseas.

Our team strike the perfect balance between

software and education industry knowledge. 

Educater was created by software development 

experts who specialise in collaborative solutions, 

working together with industry experts from

educational settings and educational bodies. 
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Our team are always ready and on hand to support your team 

and leaders. We have an in-house Customer Service Team, who 

are available to support you with any questions that may arise. 

We also have an in-house Development Team, one of whom is

dedicated to Customer Support, ensuring we meet your every 

need. 

Our experienced Education Consultants are able to showcase 

our system and also meet with staff members to discuss

requirements and provide staff training. Our entire support team 

are focussed on ensuring ongoing support and are here to help 

every step of the way.

We want to help. We understand how important it is to find a

system that will allow you to easily setup and manage your

students and data effortlessly. You may want to focus on

assessment, observation tracking , reporting , SEND, or everything. 

Whatever your needs, we have a flexible and reliable system that 

you will benefit from. We can provide training from one of our 

highly skilled Education Consultants and our Customer Service 

Team are also on hand for support and guidance.

To make it even simpler, we offer exclusive bundles that will help 

you find the perfect solution. See pages 29-30.

At Educater, we understand how valuable your time is. That 

is why our system allows your team and leaders to spend 

more time effectively in your specific setting and helps to 

make planning more manageable.

Our vision is to provide you with a system that is reliable, 

straightforward and user-friendly. Educater is flexible in 

both content and use, allowing you to make it as simple, or 

as complex as required.
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Assessment Tracker
Using Assessment Tracker allows you to track pupil data effortlessly, giving 

clear accessible insights into pupil attainment and progress. This will enable 

you to understand the needs of your school and identify any Gaps In Learning. 

We recognise the range of assessment requirements from tracking objectives 

in the curriculum to the growing emphasis on broader teacher judgement.

What is included in Assessment Tracker?

Multiple Frameworks

Our range of frameworks allows you to emulate your existing methodology or choose 

a new methodology, by subject, in a flexible manner.Our system allows you to track 

progress against all statutory assessments including the new Reception Baseline assess-

ment, to easily monitor Gaps In Learning and cope with catch up planning required from 

the COVID-19 period.
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Multiple Content

We source from a wide range of content providers including the National Curriculum 

and that of leading providers, such as STAT Sheffield, Rising Stars and Pearson. You can 

choose your own elements of these or create your own custom content resulting in a 

totally bespoke curriculum.

Powerful Reporting

Within our Assessment module you 

will find our powerful

assessment reports. We have 

several different reporting 

categories such as Contextual, 

Attainment, Progress, Prior 

Attainment, Pupil, and Interactive 

Reports. Each of these are packed 

with various styles of reports which 

will generate detailed information 

about your pupils and your school.

Using our powerful assessment 

reports, you can analyse your pupil 

progress and see Gaps In Learning 

and other trends. We have our 

interactive Power BI Reports and 

MAT Dashboard which provides a 

customisable and easy to use 

functionality, allowing schools to 

filter their data specifically to their 

needs and simply analyse reports 

with colleagues.
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Tiny Tracker
Tiny Tracker is an EYFS tracker and learning journal that allows practitioners 

to share evidence with parents so that they can see for themselves how their 

children flourish from the start of their learning journey. Early years settings 

can identify and track how young children are progressing and evidence their 

journey through their Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS).

How does Tiny Tracker track Early Years?

Observation and Tracking

Upload pictures, videos and audio files to evidence the work children complete. We 

provide a choice of frameworks to choose from and you can monitor children against 

multiple curriculum content including EYFS, ELG and the Development Matters

frameworks. Alternatively choose to implement the Birth to 5 Matters guidance.

Reporting

Reporting on Tiny Tracker provides practitioners with the ability to evidence a child’s 

progress by creating a Learning Journey. Observers can look back at how a child has 

progressed through their early years. We also offer a Gaps In Learning report to help you 

understand the needs of your setting.
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Communication

Send daily and termly reports back 

to parents using Parent Passport. 

The reports tell parents exactly what 

their child has been doing and allows 

them to understand their child’s 

growing imagination. Parents can 

also receive their child’s personal 

care diaries which track every meal, 

nappy change and sleep routine, 

along with any medical or health logs.

Keep parents fully involved

Parent Passport (included with Tiny Tracker) is an easy to use online parent portal that 

allows schools and early years settings to communicate directly with parents. With

Parent Passport, schools and early years settings can share child observations, daily 

care diaries, announcements and regular updates on learning with parents.
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Observation Tracker
Observation Tracker can be used to easily monitor your pupils, students or 

trainees to gain insights into how well they are progressing and whether they 

are achieving their targets. Our Observation Tracker has been created to

allow you to customise the system according to the level of education you 

specialise in. Adapt the system to include your specific curriculum with unique 

objectives and have the freedom to make your own decisions.

Adapted to you

The system has been created and developed to handle any type of curriculum you wish 

to utilise. What’s more important, is you decide on how to run Observation Tracker.

Define your curriculum, make it yours. Add your values and what you would like the

curriculum to mean to your setting and make planning based on learning and

development which can observed in a unique approach.
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SEND Pupils

Observation Tracker provides support to schools to 

track the small step progress of SEND pupils. The pupil 

observation tool is designed to assist teachers to track 

their assessments, meaning that all pupils within a 

school can reach their full potential. 

Whether you are using the Engagement Model, the 

National Curriculum or your own framework, you can 

bespoke your own curriculum templates and objectives 

to make the system unique to your setting.

One-to-One Tuition 

We understand that each student has a unique and personalised approach to needing educational support. 

With the help of Observation Tracker, you can accurately pinpoint a student’s next steps in learning and ensure 

they can accomplish these to reach their goals.

Our platform will allow you to record meaningful assessment observations and detail every rewarding moment, 

achievement and milestone. Using the reports function will always keep you and parents updated on the

student’s performance.

Apprenticeships and Workplace Qualifications

Observation Tracker is available for observing and

assessing the progression of apprentices as they

undertake their apprenticeship or for monitoring other 

workplace training and qualifications. 

Using our smart software, you can input important

observations and compile a detailed portfolio containing 

evidence of their achievement and progress across the 

whole company. As a result, you can readily access the

evidence for end-point assessment (EPA) for apprentices, 

or indeed quickly access evidence for submissions

required in any other qualification.
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“The reports that you can generate are extremely useful, 

particularly when reporting data to SLT and Governors. 

Our staff appreciate the efficiency of the pupil progress 

reports which summarise pupil progress and attainment 

succinctly.”

Laura Trelfa

Headteacher

Micklehurst All Saints CE Primary School 



Communication Hub
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Mail
Mail is an easy-to-use online communication tool, offering both email and SMS 

options, that allow schools and early years settings to communicate directly 

with parents.

Key Features of Mail’s parent and school communication software

Distribution Method:

Choose to send communications through email, text, letter, or any combination of the three.

SMS Bolt-On:

Send bulk teachers-to-parent text messages within a few seconds with our school SMS

system, choose from our competitively priced teachers-to-parents text service packages.

Pre-Defined Emails:

Pre-written templates with correct attachments if required.

Print-to-Post Bolt-On:

This bespoke service means that those letters you created and are ready to send, can be 

printed, put into envelopes and sent by us.
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More

information

https://www.educater.co.uk/software/parent-email/?utm_source=Educater+Suite&utm_medium=Website&utm_campaign=Mail&utm_content=Information+Button


How Mail can benefit teacher-to-parent communication in your school

Personalisation:

Mail supports you to produce teacher-to-parent communication in a quick and easy process.

Maintenance:

Maintains high levels of consistency in parent and school communication.

Time Saving:

Using Educater Mail will help to save your establishment time and money.

educater
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Report Writer
Report Writer is a web-based module created to make report writing more 

personalised and less time consuming. Report Writer connects with the rest 

of the Educater platform to bring information on progress to the forefront of 

school report writing. It is integrated with the Assessment module and

provides a range of standard report templates. However, our team are on hand 

to help you create bespoke templates for your school should you wish.
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Key features of Report Writer

Easy Access:

Whether you’re in school or at home, the Report Writer module is web-based and will allow 

you to access the module anywhere and at anytime.

System Dashboard:

Use the system dashboard to monitor your progress and final outcomes. Senior Leaders can 

also easily keep track of the reports which have been submitted for approval ages.

Bank of Statements:

Teachers can build their own bank of statements. These are stored and can be dragged into 

the report comment builder, helping you strike the perfect balance between time efficiency 

and personalisation.

Reports to Parents:

Once everything is completed, Educater can use the information in your MIS to

automatically email the reports directly to parents and carers.
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SEND
The online SEND tool is a unique approach to managing your internal process 

as well as dramatically reducing the administrative burden for your SENDCOs 

and other educational staff. The aim of SEND is to make the process simpler 

and we have a range of standard templates included, for example IEP, Simple 

Behaviour Support Review and Simple Support Plan Review. We can also

create bespoke templates for you, for example Local Authority EHCPs.

How SEND is a beneficial SENDCO tool

Communication with Families:

Educater SEND will help to improve communication between professionals and families 

and brings together education, health and care teams through an online EHC management 

platform.

Time Management:

SEND is also a great way for educational staff to learn about their pupils’ needs and helps 

towards making every teacher, a teacher of every need. The SENDCo software breaks

everything into simple, manageable chunks.

Central Focal Point:

Provides a central focal point for your school and outside agencies to contribute towards the 

EHCP process and ensure that the outcome is positive for the individual who is placed at the 

centre of the EHCP or IEP.

IEP and EHCP Management:

Helping to meet the reduced 20-week statutory time-frame.

By providing better IEP and EHCP management,

our SENCO software provides a quicker turnaround and ultimately

support actions for pupils resulting in a more effective learning.
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Book
a demo
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Parent Passport
Parent Passport (included with Tiny Tracker and Observation Tracker) is an 

easy to use online parent portal that allows schools and early years settings to 

communicate directly with parents. With Parent Passport, schools and early 

years settings can share child observations, daily care diaries,

announcements and regular updates on learning with parents.

Key Features of Parent Passport

Two-way Communication:

Share observations with parents and easily allow 

them to communicate with feedback and comments.

Care Forms and Diaries:

Create a variety of forms which could include daily 

care logs (meal times and sleep patterns) and

medical forms to keep parents informed of daily 

activities.

Important News and Bulletins:

Upload newsletters and correspondence so

parents can keep up to date with important news 

and announcements.

Switch between children:

Parents who have more than one child can switch 

between multiple children, even if they don’t

attend the same education setting.
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More

information

https://www.educater.co.uk/software/parent-passport/?utm_source=Educater+Suite&utm_medium=Website&utm_campaign=Parent+Passport&utm_content=Information+Button


“In regard to data input and monitoring assessment, I

believe Educater is very user friendly. To input you just 

click on the relevant statement (depending how you

customise your own school’s setting) and tracking

student progress can be done using the reports.”

Bradley Jowitt

Seven Hills School 



Evaluation Hub
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Analytics
Analytics allows you to examine pupil data at various levels and drill down to 

individual pupils. Data sets include EYFS, Phonics, KS1 and KS2, and

aggregated MAT data. The Analytics module is perfect come results day to 

discover how well you have done. It uses your data and provides a comparison 

based on national data, alternatively if you have your own bench mark data 

this can be compared.

Early Years Foundation Stage Reports

Our EYFS report begins with the usual cohort

characteristics info with a complete analysis of 

strengths across all seventeen aspects of learning. 

You can then expect to move on to Good Level of 

Development, % of pupils in the lowest 20% for your 

authority and finally % of pupils meeting and

exceeding the expected level across the early

learning goals.

Phonics Report

Kicking off with a contextual page the report moves 

on to show strengths and areas to investigate. This is 

followed by breakdowns of Y1 and Y2 phonics results 

by the main vulnerable groups.

Key Stage 1 Outcomes Report

Everything you need to analyse and digest your KS1 

outcomes. Includes Reading , Writing , Maths and 

Phonics with separate analysis for Disadvantaged 

pupils. Trend (subject to historical information) and 

contextual data are also included.

Key Stage 2 Outcomes Report

Comprehensive coverage of KS2 outcomes. 

The report breaks down each subject into 

Expected Standard and Greater Depth, with 

separate analysis for Disadvantaged pupils. 

Each subject is split into Attainment and 

Progress. In addition, the Outcomes

Report provides an overview of your cohort’s 

strengths and areas for investigation.

Key Stage 2 Pupil Report

This is an interactive report that allows 

you to filter and sort individual students or 

groups. For example, you could list pupils in 

alphabetical order, by highest attainers or by 

progress from KS1. You can also filter groups, 

such as Disadvantaged or SEN, to examine 

them in isolation. The interactive nature 

allows for easy highlighting.

Print or share your interactive reports
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More

information
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SEFOnline
An online Self Evaluation tool that will support you in shaping School

Improvement Plans and be fully prepared for your next OFSTED inspection. 

Designed by school leaders and inspectors, SEFOnline provides you with an 

accurate indication of where your school is and aligns with the new Ofsted 

Inspection Framework.

Use Pre-existing System Data

Integrates with Educater Assessment and pre-populates statutory assessment information.

Simple and Meaningful Process

A highly intuitive, automated process which guides leaders through the self-evaluation process.

Future Improvements

Identified areas generated from your school’s SEF can be implemented into your School

Improvement Plan and managed in SEFOnline.

Simultaneously View Your SEF

Export your online Ofsted SEF in PDF format at the touch of a button and send directly to the lead 

inspector, to SLT or to governors.

Completing the Self Evaluation Form doesn’t have to be a laborious task
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Book
a demo

https://www.educater.co.uk/book-a-demo/?utm_source=Educater+Suite&utm_medium=Website&utm_campaign=SEFOnline&utm_content=Demo+Button


“Educater has reduced workload for all significantly,

without compromising effectiveness and quality. An

excellent must have for any school looking at

improving their assessment and reporting systems,

meeting all GDPR requirements.”

Mark Dakin

Headteacher

St Giles’ CE Primary School 



Who We Support
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Who Uses Us
At Educater, we aim to provide schools, early years settings and other organisations with 

a data tracking system that is reliable, straightforward, and user-friendly.

No matter how big or small your setting is, we can provide you with a tool to meet your 

every need and guarantee your tracking of data is achieved successfully. Educater is 

flexible in both content and use, allowing you to make it as simple, or as complex as you 

need.

We want to help. We can support you and your setting in whichever way you need us. We 

don’t expect you to change the way of doing things to suit the programme, we can set up 

the programme to suit your way of doing things.

Early Years Settings

The Tiny Tracker system 

enables preschool and 

reception  staff to identify 

how young children are 

progressing.

Primary Schools

Designed in collaboration 

with leading experts to 

ensure the system meets 

the requirements of all 

primary schools.

Academies and

Multi-Academy Trusts (MATs)

Helping MATs to reach their full 

potential by providing Teachers and 

School Leaders with a fully bespoke  

system.

Independent 

Schools

Educater provides a 

customised pupil tracking 

solution for independent 

schools.

International 

Schools

Educater is not only

available in the UK but 

internationally as well.

Special Educational 

Needs Schools

Supporting special schools in 

bringing education, health, and 

care professionals together.

Secondary Schools

Designed in collaboration 

with leading experts to 

ensure the system meets 

the requirements of all 

secondary schools.

One-to-One Tuitions

The Observation Tracker 

allows tutors to record 

assessment observations 

and milestones for

students.

Apprenticeships and 

Workplace Qualifications

Supporting employers in

recording trainee observations 

and compiling portfolios 
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Why Use Us
We understand how valuable your time is, which is why choosing Educater as your data 

tracking system, you are guaranteed a reliable and straight-forward platform, that will 

enable you and your team to spend more time effectively in your setting. 
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School Leadership

With educational industry experts and software developers, the Educater system has 

been developed to meet the requirements of all establishments.

School Improvement

Review each school’s thoughts on their own strengths, training requirements and areas 

for improvement as one of their areas for evaluation during inspections. 

Bespoke Report Writing

We have hundreds of different  assessment tracking reports designed to give you 

control on how you analyse your pupil data. Our reports range from attainment,

progress, contextual, to pupil-based reports including Gaps in Learning.

Reduced Teacher Workload

Educater’s school planning and assessment tracker is a system that can support 

teachers and school leaders in managing their workloads more effectively.

Improved Lesson Planning

Educater’s tools help to relieve teachers from a large volume of paperwork, allowing 

their time to be better spent focusing on revising lesson plans and teaching their pupils 

in the classroom.

Oustanding Customer Service

All Educater training is provided by experienced Education Consultants with years of 

experience in Senior Leadership roles. Help is just a call or click away when using

Educater via phone, live chat or remote support.

More

information

https://www.educater.co.uk/why-use-us/?utm_source=Educater+Suite&utm_medium=Website&utm_campaign=Why+use+us&utm_content=Information+Button


“We use Educater to track English, Reading and Maths as 

well as developing our own, custom-made foundation 

subject grids as well as developing a Learning Behaviour 

grid.”

Emma Williams

Headteacher

Whitby Heath Primary School 



The Learning Hub
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What is the Learning Hub?
Our online resource centre for help and support. Here at Educater, we believe our role 

is far wider than providing a bespoke educational software solution. It is important to us 

that our software is accessible and reliable for you and your school. We understand that 

help and guidance is vital in getting you started, hence why our Learning Hub is here to 

help you understand the controls and feel confident using the system.

The Learning Hub is the place to find all of our resources. Whether you are a new or an 

existing user, we’ve got you covered, with a range of helpful and bespoke resources that 

will allow your school to find the answers to questions and learn more about Educater’s 

software.

Helpsheets

Explore our library of bespoke Helpsheets which are tailor made 

to improve your understanding of each and every component 

of Educater’s system. Follow the step by step directions to 

quickly answer questions and clarify anything you are struggling 

to understand.

User Support

System Walkthroughs

Supported by our Helpsheets, follow our video walkthroughs to 

gain a deeper understanding about how each different

section of our system works. Pause, fast-forward or rewind, 

these videos allow you to follow our narration to help you

benefit from each and every feature.

Webinars

Catch up or rewatch any of the live webinar sessions hosted by 

our Education Consultants.
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More
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Getting Started With Us

We are always excited to start working with a new customer. To 

make getting started simpler, we have our 6 steps to becoming 

an Educater Customer.

New Users

FAQs

We have our handy sheet of frequently asked questions should 

you need a quick answer.

Useful Information

We ensure you are kept up-to-update with the latest 

information from the Department of Education. Here you will 

find all the documents, articles and advice shared by the DfE.

Latest News

Blogs and News

Keep up-to-date with our latest news and blogs.
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Bundles Included

Premium Bundle

Full access to the entire system with all eight  

of Educater’s modules for assessment and 

tracking , early years tracking ,

observations, report writing ,

communication, analytics, SEND  process 

management and SEF.

Core Bundle

Educater’s Assessment Hub is perfect for 

focusing on pupil tracking and assessment.

Pick and Mix Modules

Customise Your Bundle or Purchase 

Individually. Enhance your system by choosing 

one of Educater’s Add-On Modules:

Assessment Hub includes Assessment Tracker, Tiny Tracker, Observation Tracker, Mail, 

Flexible Curriculum, Multiple Frameworks and Standard Assessment Reports. 

Report Writer with Nursery, EYFS, KS1 and KS2 Standard Reports *

SEND including IEP Template, Behaviour Support Review Template and a Support Review 

Template *

Training Packages tailored to fit your requirements.

Outstanding Customer Service

Access to all of Educater’s tailored helpsheets and video walkthroughs.

Resources available from the Learning Hub.

Assessment Hub includes Assessment Tracker, Tiny Tracker, Observation Tracker, Mail, 

Flexible Curriculum, Multiple Frameworks and Standard Assessment Reports. 

Outstanding Customer Service.

Access to a selection of Educater’s tailored Helpsheets and video walkthroughs.

Resources available from the Learning Hub.

Report Writer

With Nursery, EYFS, KS1 and KS2 Standard Reports *

SEND

Including IEP Template, Behaviour Support Review Template and a 

Support Review Template *

SEFOnline

An online primary school Self Evaluation Form that will support your school in

preparation for Ofsted inspection visits and shaping School Improvement Plans.

Analytics

Allowing you to examine pupil data at various levels and drill down to individual pupils. 

Data sets include phonics, KS1 and 2, ELG, and aggregated MAT data.
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Contact us
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Interested in what we have to offer? Brilliant!

You can get in touch by calling us on 0300 012 0001

Or visit our website www.educater.co.uk

Keep up to date with us by following our social media pages.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/9213135/admin/
https://www.instagram.com/educateruk/
https://www.facebook.com/educateruk
https://twitter.com/educateruk
https://www.educater.co.uk/?utm_source=Educater+Suite&utm_medium=Website&utm_campaign=Home&utm_content=Logo

